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Abstract— STRAS is a flexible robotic system based on the
Anubis® platform from Karl Storz and is aimed for intralu-
minal and transluminal procedures. It is composed of three
cable-driven sub-systems, one endoscope and two insertable
instruments. The bending instruments have three degrees of
freedom and can be teleoperated by the user via two commercial
master interfaces (Omega.7, Force Dimension) . In this paper
we investigate several ways to map the motions from the master
side to the instruments, from joint per joint control to cartesian
control. We describe these mappings and compare them in
elementary tasks in an attempt to analyze how non-linearities
affect the accuracy of control. Results show that joint control
and pseudo-cartesian control provide equivalent accuracy but
with different difficulties for the user.

I. INTRODUCTION

Recently, flexible systems have been used for performing
minimally invasive surgical procedures in intraluminal, trans-
luminal or single port access operations. Multiple surgical
platforms have been developed by companies and by labora-
tories for improving the capability of these flexible systems
by providing instruments bending and triangulation [1], [2].
However, the high number of Degrees of Freedom (DoFs)
to be controlled requires several surgeons to cooperate in
a small working area. Robotics is probably an interesting
tool for improving the use of flexible systems in minimally
invasive surgery [3]. In this context we have developed
a telemanipulated robotic system for assisting surgeons in
intraluminal and transluminal procedures [4] (see Fig. 1).
This system is based on the Anubis® platform by Karl Storz.
We have previously shown [4] that it is possible for a single
user to control all DoFs of the robotic system and to perform
complex tasks, which necessitate two or more persons with
the manual system. However, the control modality initially
offered is based on joint per joint control, which is demand-
ing for the user, who must mentally construct the elementary
displacements required for obtaining the desired operational
motion. In this paper we investigate different approaches for
mapping motions performed on commercial master interfaces
(omega.7, Force Dimension) to the slave instruments.

The instruments of the slave robot are long (80 cm)
flexible cable driven systems, which introduces important
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non linearities and difficulties to obtain accurate models
[5] [6]. The architecture is quite similar to the one of
catheters [7], but the demand on velocity and reactivity is
much higher. Some solutions have been proposed to control
these systems in closed loop, using external sensors such as
magnetic sensors [8] or the endoscopic camera [9]. But these
solutions are not applicable in vivo yet. Non linearities are
dependent on numerous parameters [10] and the solutions to
compensate them also rely on the use of an external sensor
[10]–[12].

In this work, we have chosen to control the system in
open-loop, letting the user close the operational loop using
the visual feedback provided by the endoscopic camera. This
approach has been used in other flexible systems [13], [14].
However, for our robotic system the choice of mapping be-
tween master interfaces and the slave system has a very large
influence because of two particularities: a) Each instrument
has only three DoFs and, therefore, orientation and position
are linked in a non intuitive way; b) A singularity in the
straight position makes the system non holonomic in this
configuration. We have tested four different manners to map
the motion of the master interface to the slave instrument,
from joint control to cartesian control.

In the following, we first give an overview of the robotic
system and we present the models of the system and detail its
peculiarities for control. Section III presents the master/slave
mappings that have been assessed. Section IV provides ad-
ditional details on the handling of singularities for cartesian
approaches. Experimental results obtained for three different
tasks are presented and discussed in section V.

The mechanical architecture of STRAS has been previously
presented in [4] together with first manipulation experiments
using joint per joint control only. This paper presents, for
the first time, higher level master-slave mappings based on a
kinematic modeling of the instruments, it provides objective
comparisons and discuss them. The proposed mappings and
the results are of interest for telemanipulated systems with
standard master interfaces and ”catheter-like” slave systems.

II. SLAVE ROBOTIC SYSTEM

The slave robotic system (called STRAS, for Single Access
and Transluminal Robotic Assistant for Surgeons) is built
on the Anubis® platform from Karl Storz. This system
consists of three flexible, cable-driven sub-systems [4]: one
main endoscope and two lateral flexible instruments. The
endoscope carries the endoscopic camera at its tip and has
two lateral channels which are deviated from the main
direction by two flaps at the distal extremity. The instruments
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master side

slave system

Fig. 1. STRAS is a telemanipulated system for intraluminal surgery. The
slave part (right), based on the Anubis® platform, has motorized 9DoFs.

have bending extremities (one direction) and can be inserted
inside the channels of the endoscope.

This system has a tree-like architecture and the DoFs of
the endoscope act upon the position and orientation of the
instruments (see Fig. 2) Two kinds of instruments can be
used: electrical instruments and mechanical instruments.

The robot is aimed at being teleoperated once the whole
system has been manually brought to the operation area.

Overall, the slave system has 9 motorized DoFs. The main
central scope, which carries the endoscopic camera, can be
deflected in two orthogonal directions, which allow to move
the endoscopic view respectively from left to right and from
up to down. Each instrument has three DoFs: translation (tz)
and rotation (θz) in the endoscope channel, and deflection of
the active extremity (angle β ). The deflection is actuated
by cables running through the instrument body from the
proximal part up to the distal end. Moreover, the mechanical
instruments can be opened and closed.

Since the only feedback provided to the user is the
endoscopic image, it is suitable to provide control of the
instruments in a frame attached to the endoscopic camera.

A. Mathematical models of the instruments

In this section we present the models used for controlling
the instruments. They are purely geometrical and based on
usual assumptions for continuum systems [7]. They do not
take into account known but complex non linear behaviors,
such as cable slacking and tension loss due to friction [6].
The position of the tip of the instrument in a frame attached
to the exit of the endoscope channel can be expressed in
function of the actuated DoFs qsl = (β ,θz, tz) as:

chP =

 X
Y
Z

=

 ( L
β
(1− cos(β ))+dsin(β ))cos(θz)

( L
β
(1− cos(β ))+dsin(β ))sin(θz)

L
β

sin(β )+ tz +dcos(β )


(1)

for β 6= 0 and chP = [0;0;L+d+tz] for β = 0, where L is the
length of the bending section and d the length of the rigid
part at the tip of the instrument.

The orientation of the tip is given by the rotation matrix
between Fch and Finst : chRinst = Rz(θz)Rx(β ). When β = 0,
chP is independent of θz, while chRinst is a rotation of axis z
and angle θz. Hence, when the deflection is null it is possible
to orient the instrument freely around its axis. When β 6= 0,
chP and chRinst are coupled. We have chosen to focus on
the control of the position of the tip of the instrument, the
orientation being obtained as a side effect.

The transformation between Fch and Fcam is known and
one easily obtain the position camP = (Xsl ,Ysl ,Zsl)

T of the tip
of the instrument in the camera frame.

The jacobian, which relates joint velocities q̇sl to the linear
velocity of the tip of the instrument ˙chP expressed inFch
( ˙chP = Jq̇sl), can be written as

J(qsl) =


∂X
∂β

−Y 0
∂Y
∂β

X 0
∂Z
∂β

0 1

 for β 6= 0. (2)

For the straight positions (β = 0) it can be obtained by a
second-order development of the previous expression:

J(0,θz, tz) =

 cos(θz)(
L
2 +d) 0 0

sin(θz)(
L
2 +d) 0 0

0 0 1

 . (3)

B. Singularities

The determinant of J, noted ∆, is null for β = 0. The
angle θz has then no effect on the position of the tip of the
instrument (second column of the jacobian is null). Hence
P can only be moved in the current plane of curvature of
the instrument, i.e. the system is non-holonomic for this
configuration.

If β 6= 0, ∆ = ∂X
∂β

X + ∂Y
∂β

Y = ∂ (X2+Y 2)
∂β

is independent of

tz and θz. Another singularity appears when ∂ (X2+Y 2)
∂β

= 0,
i.e. when the tip of the instrument is at the maximum
distance from the axis of the workspace (see Fig. 4). With the
actual values of L = 18.4mm and d = 15.2mm the singularity
appears for βsing = 101.77◦. Then

J =

 0 −Y 0
0 X 0

∂Z
∂β

0 1

 , and at this singularity there is

hence redundancy of motion along the Z axis which can
be obtained using either tz or β .

C. Inverse position kinematic model

For cartesian and pseudo-cartesian control modalities (see
section III-B), it is necessary to invert the kinematic position
model because the loop is not closed at the operational
level. No closed form solution is available for this problem
(note that this is different from the problem of standard
catheters [7], [15]). An optimization procedures, for instance
a Gauss-Newton algorithm using the inverse of the jacobian
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Fig. 2. Distal extremity of the slave system (left) and one master interface (right) with their associated frames and DoFs.

βsing

Fig. 3. Evolution of the distance of the tip of the instrument to the axis
of rotation in function of deflection angle.

[7], could be used for finding one solution. However, for
obtaining all possible solutions we solve it the following
way. First the desired cartesian position camP∗ is expressed
in frame Fch: chP∗ = (X∗,Y ∗,Z∗). The distance of the point
to the axis chz can be expressed as dist =

√
Y ∗2 +X∗2 =∣∣∣ L

β
(1− cos(β ))+dsin(β )

∣∣∣. As shown on Fig. 3, there are
generally two positive solutions β ∗1+ and β ∗2+, one on each
side of the singularity, and their opposite negative solutions.
The solutions can be found by using golden-section search.
The rotations are computed as θ ∗z+ = atan2(Y ∗,X∗) and
θ ∗z− = θ ∗z++π . Finally, one obtains tz from equation (1), as
tz1,2 = Z∗− L

β ∗1,2
sin(β ∗1,2)−dcos(β ∗1,2).

If not considering workspace limits in deflection and
rotation, there is therefore a four-fold discrete redundancy
in position:
• by inverting both deflection and rotation: this results in

a rotation of 180o of the effector;
• by using β values on each side of βsing. The point

can therefore be reached with two different orientations,
either directly (|β | <

∣∣βsing
∣∣) or ”from behind” (|β | >∣∣βsing

∣∣).
D. Workspace

Deflection and rotation span an almost ellipsoidal surface.
Combined with the translation this creates a cylinder whose
axis is defined by chz, the direction of the flap at the extremity
of the endoscope and with ellipsoidal head and tail defined
by the limits in translation (see Fig. 4).

Fig. 4. Workspace of the right instrument (left) and local workspace
spanned by deflection and rotation. The yellow line corresponds to the
singularity at βsing and the yellow ball to the singularity at β = 0.

Deflection can vary from −120◦ to 120◦. Practically, for
not twisting electrical cables at the back of the modules
handling translation and rotation, the rotation is limited to
[−170◦;170◦] by mechanical end stops. With these ranges
all points in the truncated cylinder can be reached with at
least one orientation. Most can be reached at least with two
opposite orientations. Some, lying at the most external part
of the cylinder can be reached with four orientations.

III. MASTER / SLAVE CONTROL

A. Control overview

The slave robot is controlled at the joint level only by
a position loop running at 1000 Hz on a central controller.
As stated before, no high-level techniques have been used
to reduce nonlinear effects due to the cable actuation of the
deflection.

For now the master side consists of two commercial
interfaces (omega.7 from Force Dimension) and a pedal
board (2 monostable pedals). The omega.7 has 7 DoFs (qM):
the cartesian position of the handle (XM,YM,ZM), which is
actuated and allows force feedback, the rotation of the handle
(αx,αy,αz, passive DoFs) and a gripper. Since there is no
force measurement on the slave side, all force effects on the
master side are only used to artificially constrain or guide
the gestures of the user.
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Fig. 5. Master/slave control principle for one instrument

The master interfaces have more or less a hemispheric
workspace for the position of the handle. Rotation αz is
limited to [−135◦;135◦]. The gripper has a 50◦ range (about
48mm of linear motion). Other rotations are not used in our
developments.

A high level controller running on a computer under a
real-time linux OS communicates with the master interfaces
and provides reference joint positions to the slave central
controller (see Fig. 5).

B. Proposed control modalities

The two master interfaces are used to control the two
instruments. One of them can be chosen to alternatively
control the endoscope: by pressing the left pedal of the pedal
board, the control from the chosen interface is transferred to
the endoscope.

Several control modalities have been proposed for the
instruments. For all modalities absolute mappings are used
between the master interfaces and the instruments. Scaling
has been used to provide maximum slave to master motion
amplification, except for rotation αz (when used), which is
directly mapped onto θz without scaling. This manner, there
is no need to engage/disengage a clutch during the manip-
ulation of the instruments. This approach allows immediate
control of the instruments with the largest possible master-
to-slave downscaling.

To combine easy switching from instrument to endoscope
with instrument absolute mapping, we have decided to con-
trol the endoscope in velocity as explained in [4].

The differences between the control modalities arise in
the way the instruments are controlled. Here we describe the
different proposed mappings (see also table I) and the force
effects used for constraining motions, when applicable.

a) Joint Control: In this modality each joint of the
slave system is controlled separately by an elementary mo-
tion of the master interface. We have taken advantage of the
mechanical architecture of the omega.7 to propose a master
control very similar to the available DoFs of the instruments.
The rotation axis αz of the handle controls the rotation of
the instrument. The gripper (motion of the index finger) of
the master interface controls the deflection of the instrument.
Because the range of the gripper is limited, it has been chosen
to map it on the positive deflections only. The translation
of the instrument tz is defined by the position of the handle
along ZM . Grasper opening / closing is controlled by pressing
the right pedal. The position of the handle in the (XM,YM)
plane is not used, hence a force effect is applied to limit
unwanted motions in this plane. The physical range of αz is

slave DoFs tz θz β Xsl Ysl Zsl grasper

joint control ZM αz gripper pedal

orientation guid.
∫

ZM αz ±
√

X2
M +Y 2

M gripper

pseudo-cart. ZM
atan2(YM ,XM )
(+π)

±
√

X2
M +Y 2

M gripper

cartesian XM YM ZM gripper

TABLE I
CONSIDERED MAPPINGS BETWEEN MASTER INTERFACES AND SLAVE INSTRUMENTS. FOR SAKE OF CLARITY SCALE

FACTORS HAVE BEEN OMITTED.
∫

DENOTES CONTROL IN VELOCITY.

included in the feasible range of θz, which slightly limits the
reachable workspace (see Fig. 6).

b) Orientation guidance: This modality is also a kind
of joint control. The orientation αz of the handle defines the
rotation of the instrument as in joint control. The deflection
of the instrument is then controlled by translating the handle
in the XMYM plane. This motion is constrained along a
straight line by a force effect, so that the gripper on the
master interface keeps the same orientation as the instrument.
The range of motion is sufficient to map both positive and
negative deflections. Moreover, the gripper of the master
interface can be used for controlling opening and closing
of the instrument grasper. Uniform force effects are suitable
for constraining the motion of the handle. This is more easily
achieved with our master interface if the position of the
handle along axis ZM remains constant. This is obtained by
controlling the translation in velocity along ZM . This motion
is damped by a force effect, so that the handle always remains
in the neighborhood of ZM = 0.

c) Cartesian control: This modality allows to directly
control the position (Xsl ,Ysl ,Zsl) of the tip of the instrument
in the frame Fcam with the cartesian position of the master
interface (XM,YM,ZM). The inverse position kinematic of the
system is used to compute the desired joint positions.

d) Pseudo-Cartesian control: In this modality the
deflection of the instrument is controlled by the distance of
the handle of the master interface w.r.t. the central position
in the XMYM plane. The angle of rotation is obtained as θz =
atan2(YM,XM), and the position ZM of the interface directly
controls the translation tz of the instrument. The rotation of
the handle has no effect on the slave system. The interface
gripper controls the opening and closing of the grasper of the
instrument. This modality provides an approximate sense of
cartesian control. Indeed, the relative motions of the handle
performed on the master side are approximately reproduced
on the slave system. The absence of depth perception for the
user tends to reinforce this feeling.

IV. INSIGHTS INTO CARTESIAN CONTROL

This section provides additional explanations for cartesian
and pseudo-cartesian control.

A. Limitations in rotation

For cartesian and pseudo-cartesian modalities it is neces-
sary to warn the user that the slave system is blocked by
end-stops in rotation, otherwise the user might reinforce his
motion in the absence of visible reaction of the slave system.
We have chosen to use a force effect on the master interface,
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Xsl

Xsl

Ysl Ysl

Fig. 6. XY workspaces for negative (left) and positive (right) deflections
(represented for the right instrument). Slave workspace (blue) and master
workspace mapped to the slave level for joint control (hatching), orientation
guidance (green), and for cartesian and pseudo-cartesian (red). White arrows
indicate the force effects on the master interface for cartesian and pseudo-
cartesian modalities. The radius of the master workspace can be tuned by
scaling factors. The displayed radii are not representative and have been
chosen for readability only.

which pushes the handle toward the free workspace and
prevents the user to enter in the restricted area (see Fig. 6).
This effect appears when θz = atan2(YM,XM) ∈ [−20◦;20◦]
for β ≥ 0 (i.e. on the right of the master workspace for
the right master interface), and when θz = atan2(YM,XM)+
π ∈ [160◦;200◦] for β < 0 (i.e. on the left of the master
workspace for the right master interface).

B. Handling singularities and redundancy

Singularities in position have to be handled in cartesian
and pseudo-cartesian control. For now, the deflection has
been voluntary limited to |β | ≤ 90◦ ≤ βsing because the
available workspace beyond βsing is very small. Therefore
it did not seem interesting to handle this singularity for a
very little benefit.

However, in these control modalities the rotation of the
instrument is obtained from the (XM,YM) position through
θz = atan2(YM,XM). Tremor and noise on the master in-
terface can create uncontrolled rotations of the instrument
near the straight configuration. Conversely, the rotation,
which can be modified freely in the straight position in
joint control modalities, cannot be directly controlled with
the available DoFs of the master interface. Also, around
singularities the choice of the solution for the inverse of the
position kinematic model can be difficult because it requires
to understand what the user wants to do.

A simple solution could consist in blocking deflection
to |β | > βmin, but this would create a hole in the position
workspace.

Another solution could consist in blocking the rotation
around the straight configuration for avoiding unwanted
rotations. The drawback is that in the blocked area it is
not possible to change the direction of motion anymore, and
changes applied at the master side are only applied once the
deflection becomes greater than βmin, creating a potentially
disturbing rotation of the instrument.

We have proposed a solution consisting in subtracting a
small offset βo f f < 0 on the deflection axis combined with

blocking the rotation for β < βo f f . For instance, for pseudo-
cartesian modality, the deflection of the slave system is now
computed as β = λ

√
X2

M +Y 2
M−βo f f , where λ is the master

to slave scale factor. As a result, the straight position can
now be reached with the master interface on a circle of
radius βo f f

λ
. Moreover, the rotation of the instrument can be

controlled by moving on this circle, with θz = atan2(YM,XM).
If the user enters inside the circle, the deflection becomes
slightly negative. For avoiding the singularity and associ-
ated uncontrolled rotations, the rotation inside the circle is
blocked to its value at the time the circle has been entered.

For non symmetric instruments, such as hooks or knifes
it can be interesting to use the redundancy provided by
negative deflection. This redundancy also allows to change
the position of the rotation limits in the XY plane (see
Fig. 6). This means that a choice has to be made between
positive and negative deflections when solving the inverse
position kinematic. The switching from positive to negative
deflections should occur while the deflection is null for
avoiding discontinuities. Therefore, we propose to change
the sign of the deflection inside the rotation blocking area,
once the center of the circle has been crossed. As men-
tioned before, with the proposed technique the deflection
is negative once the user has entered the circle. Switching
thus makes deflection go from −βo f f to βo f f which should
create a discontinuity on the slave side. However, when
changing deflection direction, the discontinuity is largely, if
not completely, absorbed by backlash. Note that at the time
of switching the offset and the restricted area for the handle
must also be inverted.

C. Parameters tuning

βo f f has to be chosen larger that the amplitude of noise
and / or tremor affecting the master interface, which could
otherwise create uncontrolled rotations of the instrument. It
should also be sufficiently large to allow the user to easily
switch from positive to negative deflection. On the other hand
βo f f tends to deform the mapping of master trajectories to
the slave trajectories. Also, if the rotation-blocking circle is
too large it can happen that deflection is switched while this
is not desired. On our system we have empirically tuned
βo f f = 20◦ which corresponds to a circle of radius 3cm on
the master side.

D. Graphical interface

For assisting the user in cartesian and pseudo-cartesian
modalities, two windows are displayed on a side screen,
which show the current positions of the master interfaces
with respect to the rotation blocking area and the deflection
switching limit as well as the position of rotation end stops
(see fig. 7). This interface could be replaced by visual or
sound alarms for decreasing the required cognitive load.

V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

In this work, we have wished to focus on the use of
a single instrument, in order to assess the effects of non-
linearities on the different approaches. Although in real
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Fig. 7. Left: Windows displaying the position of the interfaces with
respect to rotation limits (red lines), rotation blocking circle (green circle)
and deflection switching limit (blue line) for cartesian and pseudo-cartesian
modalities. Right: Snapshot from the endoscopic images, as seen by the
user during task 1. The path (indicated in red) has to be followed using the
left instrument only. The path goes through the straight configuration and
reach the limit of the instrument workspace (top and bottom).

surgical conditions the surgeon will position the endoscope
in order to facilitate manipulation with the instruments, it
is still important that instruments could be controlled easily
in a wide workspace, so as to avoid frequent repositioning
of the scope and to allow tasks involving the use of both
instruments in different working areas. Moreover, in some
intraluminal procedures the limited space can prevent or limit
endoscope repositioning.

A. Experiments

For comparing the selected control modalities, we have
developed a testbed with three tasks. Our objective is to ob-
jectively compare the possibilities of the different modalities
in terms of accuracy and reactivity.

Task 1: It consists in following a path in the image with
the tip of the instrument (see Fig. 7). It is aimed at assessing
the accuracy in trajectory following, independently of depth
perception difficulties. The duration for performing the task
is measured as well as the number of errors, i.e. when the
instrument goes out of the reference trajectory.

Tasks 2 and 3: These tasks consist in successively
pointing four points. The trajectory between points is free.
For task 2, pointing is done in the image plane only, while
for task 3 the tip of the instrument must be brought inside
holes. This task is aimed at assessing the ease of pointing,
i.e. switching from large and fast motions to accurate and
fine positioning.

The proposed tasks include challenging motions or posi-
tions, at the extremity of the workspace, near the straight
configuration and near the mechanical limits of the rota-
tion. While they are not directly representative of surgical
procedures, pointing and trajectory following are necessary
in most procedures, for instance in Endoscopic Submucosal
Dissection using electrosurgical instruments. Three users
familiar with the manipulation of the robotic system have
been requested to successively perform the tasks with all
modalities. For each modality the user could train on a
neutral environment.

B. Analysis and discussion
Results for task durations are reported on Fig. 8, where

the durations for each user, each task and each modality are
expressed in percentage of the duration obtained for the same
task and the same user using joint control.

It appeared that the line following task is very difficult, for
every modality, even for users familiar with the system. The
number of errors for all users and all modalities is important
(between 4 and 8), with two kinds of excursions outside the
path: slight deviations (a few millimeters) and large motions
(more than one centimeter). Small deviations are due to: 1)
Difficulties to track the trajectory. For joint control strategies
this comes from the unnatural coordination of motions that
the user has to figure out. For cartesian strategies they are
due to non-linearities, which create erroneous coordinations
of deflection and other axes; 2) To uncontrolled rotation mo-
tions of the instrument near the straight singularity (cartesian
and pseudo-cartesian). Large motions outside the path arise
for the following reasons: 3) The limit of the workspace has
been reached and a reconfiguration is required to continue
moving along the path (all modalities); 4) Non-linearities
create large uncontrolled motions (cartesian modality); 5)
The user loses control of the instrument because he has gone
beyond the force wall effect (cartesian and pseudo-cartesian).

Pointing tasks are accomplished more easily, since reach-
ing workspace limits and reconfigurations between targets do
not penalize the success of the task too much.

For all tasks and for all users, orientation guidance in-
creases task duration with respect to direct joint control. Ori-
entation guidance had originally been proposed to avoid two
identified limitations of direct joint control: the sensitivity of
deflection control and the need to use a pedal for closing the
grasper. It seems that unfortunately the axis mapping is less
intuitive. Moreover the use of force effects to constrain the
gesture is not optimal.

Comparisons between cartesian and pseudo-cartesian
modalities (with and without negative deflections) show
that pseudo-cartesian allows better control. For the cartesian
modality the singularity at the limit of the workspace (near
βsing) implies that when the user modifies XM or YM around
the limit of the workspace large changes appear on β which
are compensated by large velocities along tz. Because of non-
linearities on the deflection, there is no exact coordination of
β and tz, which results in large unwanted motions when the
instrument has an important deflection. For pseudo-cartesian
modality there is no such singularity at the limit of the
workspace because tz is controlled separately.

Comparison between the use of positive deflection only
and the use of positive and negative deflections shows that
the possibility to switch does not really improve gesture. The
proposed tasks did not require specific orientation. Therefore
switching was mainly interesting for avoiding workspace
limits. However, undesired switching frequently happens,
which then brings the instrument near workspace limits and
hinder the continuation of the task.

Results for joint control and pseudo-cartesian control are
close in terms of task duration and tracking errors. The
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Fig. 8. Tasks durations in percentage of the duration of the same task realized by the same user with joint control.

difficulties are however different. For joint control they
mainly come from the difficulty to synchronize axes motions
for creating a desired operational movement. For the pseudo-
cartesian modality the limitations in accuracy are due to non-
linearities which create unwanted motion directions. Two
shortcomings have also been identified. Because of inac-
curate estimation of the straight configuration, the rotation
can be blocked far away from the real straight configuration.
Despite force effects, it happens that the user passes through
the virtual limits on the master side. The instrument does not
move anymore and the user loses track of the control.

Both joint control and pseudo-cartesian modalities could
benefit from backlash compensation. For joint control it
would decrease sensitivity between master and slave for the
deflection. For pseudo-cartesian it would improve accuracy
for small motions.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this paper we have proposed several master/slave map-
pings for controlling the instruments of our flexible robot,
STRAS, with commercial interfaces omega.7. No external
sensors were used and the user was in charge to close the
operational loop. As expected, non linearities in the deflec-
tion of the instruments disturb the user when performing
accurate trajectory following tasks. This is especially an
issue for cartesian control. However, the proposed pseudo-
cartesian modality, which decouples depth control from other
axes allow to obtain similar accuracy results as standard
joint control, while requiring lower concentration level from
the user. This analysis is of interest for systems combining
standard master interfaces and ”catheter-like” slave systems.
Nevertheless, improvements are needed to allow better ex-
perience for the user. Non-linearity compensation as well
as a way to accurately estimate straight positions of the
instruments would be useful, but this would require the use
of an external sensor. On the master side, the development of
a specific interface with adapted mechanical end stops could
also improve the mapping between master and slave.
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